
 

 

Book Review of            

Title, author. 

I have just finished reading      by           

                   

The story is about                
                  
                  
                   

Characters  in the book include              
                  
                  
                  

I liked this book because               
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  

I would give this book   

You  should read it because             
                  
                   

Learning to recommend books to peers giving persuasive and detailed reasons for choices.  

If you enjoy reading the book you could             
                  
                  
                  
                  
                   

BELOW/SEND   Pupils can write on this sheet whilst planning in green books and then independently write final version . 



 

 

 

Book Review of       

I have just finished reading………………………………………………………..   Title, author, publisher details.  
                  
                   

The story is about               
                  
                  
                  
                   

My favourite part of the book was when…                       (You could use  “  ” in this paragraph with a quote.) 

or My favourite character in the book was… because… (or a combination of both of these)   
                  
                  
                   

Characters in the book include…                        (You could use  :, ; in lists or () for additional information.)

                  
                  
                   

Reading this book has taught me…     (What message has the book given to the reader in your opinion?          
                  
                  
                  
                  

If you enjoy this book, you could …                           (mention other books by the author or film of the same book)    

                  
                  
                  

I would give this book   and would recommend it to …    
                   

                     (Could you use a ? to  the reader in this paragraph?) 

Learning to recommend books to peers giving persuasive and detailed reasons for choices.  

 Begin to add the detail needed for each paragraph.  Consider the range of punctuation you can demonstrate. 

 Search for relevant quotes that you may want to use as evidence in some paragraphs. 

BORDERLINE/ARE—Pupils can write on this sheet whilst planning in green books or use one between 2 as guidance.  



 

 

Learning to recommend books to peers giving persuasive and detailed reasons for choices. 

 Use some of these paragraph starters.  Use them as they are or adapt them 
to something similar. 

 Consider the range of punctuation you can demonstrate. 

 Search for relevant quotes that you may want to use as evidence in some 
paragraphs. 

 
I have just finished reading… 

The story is about… 

Characters in the book include… 

My favourite part of the book was when … 

The character I liked most was... 

The message of this book is … 

Reading this book has taught me … 

If you enjoy this book, you could... 

I would rate this book... 

ABOVE—pupils stick this in green books as guidance but write own drafts with indented paragraphs . 

Learning to recommend books to peers giving persuasive and detailed reasons for choices. 

 Use some of these paragraph starters.  Use them as they are or adapt them 
to something similar. 

 Consider the range of punctuation you can demonstrate. 

 Search for relevant quotes that you may want to use as evidence in some 
paragraphs. 

 
I have just finished reading… 

The story is about… 

Characters in the book include… 

My favourite part of the book was when … 

The character I liked most was... 

The message of this book is … 

Reading this book has taught me … 

If you enjoy this book, you could... 

I would rate this book... 


